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Under oxidizing preparation conditions the magnetite~111! surface reconstructs to a highly ordered
superlattice. This surface reconstruction represents an oxygen termination of the magnetite bulk. We
employ spin-polarized~SP! scanning tunneling magnetization~STM! to study the spin-dependent
tunneling between a magnetite~111! sample and an antiferromagnetic tip through a vacuum barrier.
Atomic scale STM images show significant magnetic contrast corresponding to variations in the
local surface states induced by oxygen vacancies. The local variations of the tunneling
magnetoresistance around these vacancies correspond to 150%. By employing SP–STM
measurements and first principles calculations we could conclude that an oxygen top layer
considerably changes the SP properties of the magnetite surface. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1688643#

INTRODUCTION

Magnetite, Fe3O4, predicted to be a half-metallic ferro-
magnet, attracts a lot of interest from the spin electronics
community. It is expected that a magnetic tunnel junction
~MTJ! with a Fe3O4 electrode could exhibit a high tunneling
magnetoresistance~TMR! effect. In practice, at room tem-
perature such MTJs do not demonstrate a sizable magnetore-
sistance and at low temperature the MR values reported are
still much lower than expected.1 However, the photoelectron
spectroscopy measurements on the magnetite surface do
show much greater values of the spin polarization~SP!.2 It
was suggested that this reduction of SP is due to the disorder
at the electrode/barrier drastically changing the spin-
polarized properties of the interface.3 In complex structures,
like magnetite, the surface can possess a number of noniden-
tical terminations, which have a variety of spin-electronic
properties. For example, it was shown that an oxygen layer
deposited on a magnetic electrode could change MTJ prop-
erties drastically, even reversing the sign of spin
polarization.4 Therefore, an understanding of the relationship
between spin-electronic properties and the structure of the
surfaces/interfaces at the nanometer and atomic scale is of
much interest.

In the present work we apply SP scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy~SP-STM! measurements to analyze the electronic
structure of the oxygen-terminated magnetite~111! surface.
We aim to understand the impact of point defects on the

surface electronic structure and on the spin dependent tun-
neling between a magnetite sample and an antiferromagnetic
MnNi tip through a vacuum barrier. The potential of SP–
STM as a useful tool to study the surface magnetic properties
has been demonstrated in recent experimental and theoretical
works.5 Spin-dependent tunneling can be achieved by select-
ing the tunneling conditions for the majority and minority
spin states. SP–STM techniques can be broadly divided into
two groups. The first one utilizes a soft ferromagnetic tip
with the magnetization switched by an applied local mag-
netic field.6 However, there are no reports of atomic resolu-
tion achieved with this approach so far. The second one uses
an antiferromagnetic tip to scan the surface where the mag-
netic field applied is strong enough to alter the sample mag-
netization. In earlier theoretical work7 it has been shown that
spin contrast can be achieved in the case of tunneling be-
tween an antiferromagnet and ferromagnet electrodes. The
first experiments have been reported in Ref. 8. More recently,
atomically resolved SP-STM data employing Cr and MnNi
tips have been reported.9,10

To analyze the SP properties of the oxygen-terminated
magnetite~111! surface we have performed density func-
tional theory ~DFT! calculations for the ideal oxygen-
terminated magnetite~111! vacuum slab~vacuum/magnetite/
vacuum interface!. The CASTEP algorithm within the local
spin-density approximation was used to optimize the surface
geometry, first, and then calculate the local density of states.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments have been performed in ultrahigh
vacuum ~UHV! at room temperature, using STM, low-
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energy electron diffraction~LEED!, and Auger spectroscopy.
In our SP–STM measurements, MnNi tips made of antifer-
romagnetic alloy were employed. The tip preparation is dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. 11. A magnetite~111! synthetic single
crystal has been used in these experiments. The crystal struc-
ture of magnetite allows for six ideal bulk terminations in the
~111! plane~Fig. 1!. Two of them represent terminations con-
sisting of close-packed oxygen layers and the other four are
surface planes containing Fe21,31 cations. One of the two
oxygen terminations appears as an oxygen monolayer on top
of an octahedral Fe layer, while the other covers a multilayer
of tetrahedral and octahedral Fe atoms. The atomic period-
icities of both oxygen terminations are identical@Fig. 1~b!#.

As each termination corresponds to a different subsur-
face stoichiometry, by choosing either a reduction or an oxi-
dation sample preparation procedure, we were able to
achieve two stable terminations. One is referred to in Ref. 12
as the Fe-tetrahedral termination, another represents an oxy-
gen termination with a long-range order on the surface.

Oxygen-Induced Surface Reconstruction

The magnetite sample was annealed in UHV followed
by a short anneal in an oxygen atmosphere of 1026 mbar at
950 K for 15 min, which was in turn followed by cooling in

an oxygen atmosphere. This sample preparation procedure
leads to the formation of a well-defined hexagonal superlat-
tice with a periodicity of 42 Å. This superstructure is highly
regular and covers almost the entire sample surface. The
high-resolution STM image in Fig. 2~a! shows the atomic
arrangement within the superstructure. One can see that the
superstructure consists of three distinct areas, marked I, II,
and III. Detailed analysis shows that area I has a periodicity
of 3.1 Å, while areas II and III have a periodicity of 2.8 Å
along the@011# direction, which is consistent with the LEED
pattern. As we have shown in an earlier publication,13 the
superstructure constitutes an oxygen-terminated magnetite
bulk, which reconstructs due to an electron-lattice instability,
polaron, or charge density wave like. Thus, the STM image
in Fig. 2~a! represents a lattice of oxygen sites on top of an
iron layer. A number of defects seen in Fig. 2~a! represent the
missing oxygen atoms. We have further shown14 that at a
critical density of oxygen vacancies of some 30%, the super-
structure disappears. This means that the topmost oxygen
layer is responsible for the electronic transformation in the
subsurface layer, and for the Fe state changes leading to the
superstructure formation.

In our SP–STM experiments a magnetic field of 60 mT
was applied parallel to the surface during the STM scan. We
have verified by vibrating sample magnetometry that this
magnetic field is strong enough to fully saturate the magne-
tization of the sample. The contrast achieved in STM images
when the magnetic field is switched off/on is demonstrated in
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. It can be seen that the ap-
pearance of the superstructure and corrugation between dif-
ferent areas is almost unaffected by the magnetic field. How-
ever, major changes occur in the proximity of the oxygen
vacancies. Three bright spots appear in the vicinity of the
defect, as can be seen in Fig. 2~b!. A 6 Å separation between
the spots and their relative positions correspond to those of
Fe ions in the layer underneath the topmost oxygen lattice.

We can quantify the observed spin polarized effect in
terms of the tunneling conductance variation15 around the
surface defects

s5~G60 mT2G0!/G0 , ~1!

whereG60 mT, G0 are the tunneling conductances with and
without the applied magnetic field. To estimate the tunneling
conductances, we can use a simplified approach where the
tunnel current is a function of the bias voltageU, the dis-
tanced, and the energy of the barrierw between the two
electrodes

I t;~U/di !exp~2Aw i
21/2di !,

where indexi 51,2 corresponds to the case when the tip is
positioned above an oxygen vacancy and above an oxygen
atom, respectively. In our experiment, the tunnel current is
I t50.1 nA, the bias voltageU51 V. The tip displacement
over the point of the corrugation maxima in the STM image
is equal to 0.3 Å. Assuming that the tip–surface distance is 5
Å, we can calculate the change in the barrier energy and the
corresponding tunnelling conductance of the 5 Å tunnelling
gap. Their substitution into formula~1! gives us as value of
1.5. This value indicates a significant TMR effect of up to

FIG. 1. Magnetite@111# vacuum slab~a! and oxygen termination on the top
of Fe octahedral layer~b!.

FIG. 2. STM images (938 nm2) of the superstructure without~a! and with
magnetic field~b!. The circles mark the missing oxygen defects in the top-
most surface layer. In a case of the applied magnetic field, three bright spots
appeared around defect correspond to the Fe sites with 6 Å interatomic
distance (Vbias521.0 V, It 50.1 nA, MnNi tip in both cases!.
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150% in the presence of the defects~oxygen vacancies! on
the surface. Although in the absence of a magnetic field it is
not necessarily true that we fulfill the conditions for the
minimum conductance, and therefore the calculated TMR
value should be taken as the lower limit.

It is known that in transition metals the 3d electrons
make a large contribution to the tunneling current. In the
case of the oxygen-terminated surface, one may not expect a
tunneling contribution from the oxygenp states. However,
on the surface the hybridization between oxygenp states and
transition metald states alters the oxygenp orbitals from
insulating to conductive.16 The results of our DFT calcula-
tions support this viewpoint: the oxygen states on the mag-
netite surface contribute to the tunneling at negative bias.
The layer-projected partial density of states shows significant
p–d state hybridization between the topmost oxygen anions
and the Fe ions in the layer underneath. Thep states of the
oxygen anions are shifted towards the Fermi level eliminat-
ing the band gap. This effect almost disappears in the second
oxygen layer, where the oxygenp states are similar to those
in the bulk. These predictions are in good agreement with
our experimental data. We readily resolve the 3 Å periodicity
of the oxygen sites at bias voltages ranging from21 to 20.5
V, while this lattice disappears if we tunnel in/from the sur-
face states about and above Fermi level~bias from20.3 to
11 V!. The absence of the Fe lattice in STM images taken at
positive bias~tunnelling to the unoccupied Fe states! can be
explained by scattering of the tunneling electrons in a closed-
packed oxygen layer. While in the case of the oxygen vacan-
cies present on the surface, the Fe states become prominent.

CONCLUSIONS

Investigating the tunnelling between an oxygen-
terminated Fe3O4 ~111! surface and an antiferromagnetic tip

across a vacuum barrier, we observed significant changes in
TMR values, which are localized in the vicinity of oxygen
vacancies on the surface.

We conclude that a surface oxygen layer plays a decisive
role in the spin-polarized properties of the magnetite inter-
face, which consists of the reduction of spin polarization in
the case of the closed oxygen layer on the surface.
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